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A word from the editor 
 

We hope you enjoy this October’s edition of the 

MGS Economist and that you find the articles on 

display an interesting and informative read.   

Economics was once mocked as the ‘dismal 

science’, however the subject has come a long way 

since then. It now spans the fields of psychology, 

politics, computer science, philosophy and 

mathematics to a name a few, and influences all of 

us in our daily lives. It ranges from the highly 

technical to the highly abstract, as shown by the 

range of articles we have on offer in this edition. 

Both Tony Shum and Nehemiah Wong have 

demonstrated how mathematics can be 

successfully applied in economics, whilst it has 

been equally pleasing to see philosophical 

arguments being used alongside economics, such 

as in Christian Owen’s ‘The Case for Liberty’. 

Economics is heavily intertwined with politics, and 

so many of our contributions have invariably been 

applied to key political debates and recent events. 

These include Shivam Vij’s analysis of economic 

growth rates in the Ivory Coast following Alassane 

Ouattara’s election in 2011, or perhaps more 

closer to home is Will Vardon’s discussion over 

whether the UK government should raise its public 

science budget to boost UK productivity, a 

particularly pressing issue following the UK’s 

decision to leave the European Union.  

Though whilst economics is both a dynamic and 

diverse subject, it must not be forgotten that its 

“ultimate purpose is to understand and promote 

the enhancement of well-being.” — Ben Bernanke. 

And it is for this reason that I believe each and 

every one of us should take some interest in the 

so-called ‘dismal science’. 

Editor 

 

 
Johann Power 
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Organ donation is defined as ‘giving an organ to 
someone who needs a transplant’(organ donation 

NHS). Organs used for transplants usually come 
from someone who has already passed away. 
There are two approaches which a country can 
take to obtain consent, either an opt in or opt out 
system. In an opt in system the whole population 
is assumed to not be donors and someone must 
give explicit consent for their organs to be donated 
In contrast, the opt out system adopts the stance 
that everyone is willing to donate their organs and 
one must actively say that they do not give 
permission for their organs to be donated. 
Currently this policy is adopted in Spain whereas in 
the Uk (excluding Wales) the opt in system is used.  
As it stands there are at least 6500 people across 

the UK who require an organ transplant however, 

unfortunately severe shortages exist as only about 

3500 transplants are carried out per year (The 

Week 2016) When people are asked about their 

opinions on organ donation, the general 

consensus is they agree as seen by a survey 

conducted by the BMA (British Medical 

Association) where 66% of people would like to 

donate some if not all of their organs after death 

(BMA 2016). However, despite this, only 29% of 

UK residents are registered as donors (Gov.uk 

2011). This is completely wrong since the number 

of people who can be saved by through organ 

donations is increasing rapidly with advances 

being made in medicine (The Week 2016) such as 

the development of immunosuppressant drugs 

and even talk in the future of not needing these 

drugs (Czink, K. and Bair, D. 2014). Consequently, 

there could potentially be a much smaller chance 

of rejection. As a result, it is vital that there are 

more organs donated across the UK to help those 

in desperate need.  

The leading country in organ donation worldwide 

is Spain. There was a record number of organ 

transplants in Spain last year with 4818 

performed, more than any other country has 

carried out in any year (Thelocal.es. 2017). Clearly 

this is a very a successful model as so many lives 

are being saved through these transplants but this 

is done because of the high number of donors 

(43.4 per million people) relative to the rest of the 

world (Thelocal.es. 2017). The key behind Spain’s 

success is their opt out organ donation system 

which has thrived even though the health budget 

has been cut from 5.8% of total expenditure in 

2015 to 5.6% (DRAFT BUDGETARY PLAN KINGDOM 

OF SPAIN. Pg 40 2016). With the opt out system 

there is assumed consent. As a result, if somebody 

has not explicitly refused, then when one dies 

their organs are used for future transplants as long 

as their family agrees.  

Although Spain has an opt out system which has 

heavily contributed to its success in achieving such 

high rates of organ donation, there are a few other 

factors which are involved.  The country has put a 

great deal of emphasis on organ donation by trying 

to remove any stigma around the topic. We can 

see this as the percentage of families who object 

to their relative’s organs being donated after their 

death has decreased from 30% in 1990 to 18% in 

1998 (Paul McMaster 2003). In comparison, 

roughly a third of families in the UK refused 

consent for the deceased relatives’ organs from 

being donated and this remained during that 8-

year period (Paul McMaster 2003). Following this, 

the aim of removing any negative perceptions 

continued such as in 2003 where Dr Blanca 

Miranda’s job was to promote organ donations by 

sharing positive results and success stories to the 

whole country including the health care 

professionals and doctors (Paul McMaster 2003). 

By actively communicating with media outlets, Dr 

Blanca Miranda was able to ensure that the stories 

the public would read were always an accurate 

depiction of the real situation rather than 

journalists painting a false negative impression. 

This is very important as the media has a huge role 

in influencing the way in which the public think 

and with people in Spain hearing positive effects 

of organ donation, it would be spur others on to 

follow. In stark contrast, there is typically lots of 

negative press around healthcare in the UK such as 

with the constant scrutiny the NHS continues to 

face. Although this may seem minor, it is hugely 

Munir Khan discusses whether the UK should adopt an opt-in or opt-out donation 

system and looks at the subsequent effects this would have on the NHS. 
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significant since it creates the perception that 

there are always problems within healthcare in the 

UK and would discourage people from donating 

organs due to the lack of trust in the whole 

system.  

Another factor that has enabled Spain to lead the 

way in organ donations is through there effective 

management of the whole system. It is clear this 

has been a long term project with the opening of 

the ONT (National Transplant Organisation) in 

1989 and they play a vital role in organ donations 

and transplants across Spain (Thelocal.es. 2017). 

The ONT is a national institution whose role is to 

ensure that donations and transplants operate 

smoothly with no complications and influence the 

policies set around organ donation. It is evident 

that the National Transplant Organisation has 

played a huge role in encouraging more people to 

donate organs as in 1989 there was only 14 donors 

per million (Wikipedia 2017). This has increased 

continuously over time and in 2005 there were 

35.1 donors per million (Wikipedia 2017) and now 

there are 43.4 per million (Thelocal.es. 2017). To 

compliment the work of the ONT, there are 

specialist professionals who are mainly doctors 

designated at each acute hospital across Spain 

(Paul McMaster 2003). Their purpose is to assess 

the situation of a patient after death and to make 

sure that their organs are quickly harvested if 

there is consent in place. On top of this they 

identify any issues with the process of removing 

organs and help to make improvements to ensure 

the system is more efficient. Through having one 

large body in charge of organ donation (the ONT), 

whilst also deploying people at a local level in 

hospitals around the county, has been so 

important in Spain’s success. We can easily see 

this because Spain introduced the current opt out 

system in 1979 (Ian Barker 2015). However, an 

increase in organs donations for transplants only 

really kicked in during the 1990’s (Ian Barker 2015) 

and the ONT must have been the major 

contributing factor. This clearly demonstrates the 

importance in having appropriate measures to co-

ordinate the whole system enabling it to run 

efficiently.  

Despite the success of the opt out model in Spain, 

there are still some negative opinion about the 

system. Some people are very critical about an opt 

out system because they feel as if doctors would 

not try hard enough to save a patient’s life in order 

to quickly obtain their organs to help somebody 

else (The Week 2016). This is a major reason why 

some people in the UK are not keen on shifting to 

an opt out organ donation system. As well as this, 

there is the opinion that some pf the public feel as 

if their organs become ‘state property’ after death 

with presumed consent (The Week 2016) and are 

very unhappy about this because of how personal 

the topic of is. The people who think this want 

greater autonomy by making sure people choose 

whether their organs are donated. Although, 

people can choose to not give consent in an opt 

out system, the idea of presumed consent seems 

to be repressive because there is no explicit 

agreement to give their organs after death.  

The opt out organ donation example of Brazil acts 

as a reminder that this system definitely does not 

always guarantee success. In 1997 the Brazilian 

government decided that they should switch to an 

opt out system in order to obtain more organs for 

potential transplants (BBC News 2008). However, 

this is far from what happened as the general 

public were furious due to lack of trust in the 

doctors who they felt were only interested in 

harvesting organs (BBC News 2008). Arguably the 

biggest frustration for the Brazilian people was 

that there was a ‘hard opt out’ system (Elisabeth 

Buggins 2008). As a result, families were not given 

the right to object the removal of organs from 

their deceased relative (Ian Barker 2015). This was 

very distressing for families and led to widespread 

opposition to the opt out system. Consequently, 

within 1 year the new policy was revoked (Ian 

Barker 2015). In addition, as a result of this poorly 

implemented system, the rate of organ donors 

remained at a very low rate with an average of 

4.16 donors per million people between the years 

1998-2002(Balbinotto Neto, G., Nunes da Silva, E. 

and Katarina Campelo, A. (2012) P9 table.) 
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Table to show the average number of donors per million 

between 1998-2002(Balbinotto Neto, G., Nunes da Silva, E. and 

Katarina Campelo, A. (2012) P9 table). 

An opt in organ donation system can also yield 

great success as seen by the example of Malta. 

According to data in 2014 (Noel J. Riggs, S.), 

Malta was ranked as the third highest for organ 

donation rates with 28.6 donors per million people 

behind Spain and Croatia respectively despite 

having an opt in system. Family wishes are 

prioritised in Malta once someone has passed 

away and this reflects why a study (Europeans and 

organ donation 1997) shows that 44% of families 

have discussions about organ donation or 

transplants. This is very important because 

through families having open discussions about 

such a sensitive topic, it can encourage more 

people to agree to organ donation. The Transplant 

Support Group (TSG) is another major reason why 

Malta are able to have so much success with an 

opt in system (Organ donation A Leap Towards 

Regulation: The Present and The Future. 2017). 

The TSG is made of living donors, relatives of 

deceased donors and those who have received 

organ. The Transplant Support Group play a very 

important role as they provide positive publicity 

for organ donation and share their experiences to 

others which can help to remove any negative 

perceptions of organ donations by hearing true 

stories from those who have been directly 

affected. This scheme would have definitely 

helped Malta to have such a high rate of organ 

donors with the opt in system. 

To conclude, I feel as if the United Kingdom needs 

has to make some changes in order to increase the 

number of donors and hence enable more 

successful transplants. Although Spain has had 

great success through their opt out organ donation 

system, I don’t believe it is the reason behind their 

success as an opt in policy can also bring good 

results as seen in Malta. To improve the situation 

in the UK we must improve the management of 

organ donation and try and develop our own 

version of National Transplant Organisation in 

Spain and through this we will be able to have 

greater success in organ donation. In my opinion, 

the UK should remain with the opt in system for 

now but it is essential for there to be more public 

awareness and education about organ donation. It 

is a very sensitive topic however, it needs to be 

discussed with people of all ages starting with 

children in secondary education. By doing this and 

sharing positive experiences just like the TSG in 

Malta, we will be able to fight to remove any 

stigma and negative perception around the topic 

encouraging more people to register and donate. 

At the same time, we need the media to try and 

share more positive stories of health care 

professionals in order to ensure that the people of 

the UK fully trust the NHS and would make them 

more likely to donate. Once taking these 

measures, the government should create a two-

year realistic target to see whether the number of 

donors per million people increases. If we fail to 

achieve the target, then I think it is imperative that 

we change to an opt out system in order to 

increase the number of donors.   
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Imagine a world where you could travel 400 miles 

in only 35 minutes. Well this is the proposed plan 

by inventor and billionaire Elon Musk who claims 

that his next greatest invention could cut transport 

times and create a more connected world. 

The Hyperloop was publicly announced in 2012 

and is essentially a giant pod, which will reach 

speeds of up to 700mph, that is propelled by 

magnetic accelerators placed at either end of the 

track. The pods are kept in a low pressure 

environment and are surrounded by cushions of 

air that allows it to be safe and secure for 

passengers.  

This rapid transport system is extremely appealing 

to governments due to its clear economic benefits: 

an increased interconnectivity between cities, 

greater mobility of labour, completely unaffected 

by weather. The Hyperloop also offers a solution 

to a current economic issue of freight 

transportation. It is becoming increasingly difficult 

to transport freights across countries due to the 

congested nature of major cities and the impacts 

of climate on transportation methods. This is 

where the Hyperloop steps in, as it potentially 

offers reduced time for transport and can deliver 

freights straight into the heart of the city. To many 

individuals, businesses and governments the 

Hyperloop seems like the perfect formula to 

increase production, reduce unemployment and 

eliminate time. After all, just look at the predicted 

time that it would take someone to travel from 

Manchester to London via Hyperloop.  

 

According to these estimates, the Hyperloop 

would be almost 5 times quicker than the West 

Coast Main Line, and would also be 3 times faster 

than the proposed HS2. Evidently, this could 

significantly boost the UK’s economy as it would 

create a bridge between the North and South that 

could improve the economic development across 

the country. Hyperloop will also serve value to the 

environment, since it is designed to run 

completely of renewable energy resources and has 

relatively little noise pollution. The energy 

consumption will be miniscule compared to 

current modes of transport and it also has the 

potential to be built completely underground. 

Surprisingly, the Hyperloop is also very cheap 

compared to the railway systems. The estimated 

cost of a round trip from LA to San Francisco 

would only cost $60, whereas the XPressWest 

railway would charge $89 for a round trip from LA 

to Las Vegas (which is a 300 mile shorter trip than 

that of the Hyperloop).   

However, the Hyperloop won’t come cheap with 

many experts believing that Musk’s initial 

prediction of $6 billion is off the mark. They 

believe that the cost of design and development 

can sum up to around $100 billion; a figure that 

overshadows all of the Hyperloop’s benefits. The 

main reason for Musk's miscalculation was due to 

the fact that he didn’t take into account the cost of 

obtaining land. Many reluctant farmers would try 

and make as much money as they could when 

selling their land to the Hyperloop and the 

company would still have to pay to make clearings 

for the tubes. Despite Musk claiming that the 

Hyperloop will be safe and secure for passengers, 

no-one can prepare for malfunctions or 

disruptions and due to the high speed of the 

Hyperloop it is unlikely that anyone would survive 

even the smallest collision. The Hyperloop is still 

strongly contended by many scientists and 

economists who claim that Elon Musk has 

oversimplified this incredibly complex technology 

just to gain the backing of investors. The future of 

Marvy Nerwan discusses the costs and benefits associated with developing 

and building “The Hyperloop”, tipped by Elon Musk to be the next greatest 

invention which will revolutionise transport. 
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the Hyperloop is still unknown but it does seem 

that some countries don’t want to be left behind. 

One country that has made significant strides 

towards achieving the Hyperloop dream is China, 

who has recently backed The China Aerospace 

Science and Industrial Corporation to one up Elon 

Musk. They predict that they can design fully 

operational Hyperloop’s which can reach up to 

2’300 miles per hour (more than 3 times the top 

speed of the USA’s counterpart).  

The public opinion on the Hyperloop seems to be 

in favour of the new technology, but many experts 

in their respected fields hold their reservations 

about it. One thing that is guaranteed is that these 

companies will work continuously to achieve their 

ultimate goal of rapid transport which is cost 

effective and environmentally friendly. It seems 

like a new race between countries is developing, 

one which requires deep pockets and a lot of 

innovation. 

Could we all be boarding one of these someday 

soon? 
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Pioneered by John Nash and John von Naumann, 

game theory is a branch of mathematics that 

studies human conflict and cooperation in social 

situations between key players (decision-makers). 

Game theory is most notably used within 

economics but is also involved in political science, 

psychology and biology. Game theory is a valuable 

tool to help consider what the outcomes would be 

if two or more players were independent and 

made certain choices in a range of situations. 

Every economic agent must anticipate reactions of 

rivals, employees, customers and investors. The 

development of game theory helped neoclassical 

economics understood firm’s decision making 

further, taking complex, strategical social and 

economic events that take place each day and 

helping to make the optimal decision against 

opponents. 

In game theory when a higher payoff is earned, 

the strategy that earns the higher payoff can be 

described as strictly dominant, regardless of the 

actions of the other players. Hence, a strategy is 

dominant is it always provides a better outcome 

than any other strategy for the player. This can be 

seen in prisoner’s dilemma, where each player has 

a dominant strategy.   

 

Before we go into the different types of game 

theory, we must understand that acting agents are 

always assumed to act rational, and assumed to 

attempt to make maximum profits as with any 

economic agent within an economy. The number 

of players can also be infinite, but in our context, 

we will have two players. 

In simultaneous games, each player makes his 

strategy without the knowledge of the choices and 

actions of the other players. Simultaneous games 

also do not have a time line in that the decisions 

that the player chooses is not based on the 

previous decision by the opponent but can be 

made at the same or different points of time. The 

simplest example is ‘rock, paper scissors.’ Here we 

have complete information, we know rock always 

beats scissors, scissors always beat paper and 

paper always beats rock, however the decisions 

that we make are irrespective of what the other 

may have chosen. These games are known as 

strategic, normal form.  

Here we can introduce the idea of Nash 

equilibrium. An equilibrium is found when both 

players will use rationality to make a decision, 

where the outcome is the most optimal. The 

situation can only be better if the opponent 

chooses to do something else. This is known as 

Nash equilibria, discovered by an economist from 

the early/mid 20th century known as John Nash. 

The most famous example of a simultaneous game 

can be seen in the prisoner’s dilemma. 

                                 
The legend himself, John Forbes Nash Jr 

This game is an example of a simultaneous game 

as the prisoners cannot communicate and make 

Tony Shum provides a detailed and technical introduction to Game Theory, a 

growing sub-field of economics that mathematically models conflict and 

cooperation between rational decision-makers, and demonstrates how it can be 

used by firms to maximise their profits. 
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their decision at the same time. The results for 

making a particular decision also depends on the 

other player’s decisions. The prisoner’s dilemma is 

an example of an asymmetric game, where the 

results facing that player does not change the 

identity of the player, each player earns the same 

payoff when making the same choice against 

similar choices of the other player. Here, two 

individuals have committed a crime together and 

have been arrested. They are kept separately so 

that no contact or discussion can occur between 

them. They are being held for on suspicion of 

committing a major, serious offense. Now, each 

prisoner already knows that there is enough 

evidence to convict them for a minor sentence of 2 

years in prison. If the person is found to be guilty 

of the further major offense then they will be 

jailed for 10 years. The police offer each prisoner a 

deal. If they both confess to the crime, they will 

only get 4 years in jail each. However, if one 

confesses and the other doesn’t’, the one who 

confesses will get a reduced sentence to 2 years 

whilst the other will receive the maximum of 10 

years. Logically, in isolation both prisoners distrust 

each other, thus both parties choose to protect 

themselves. As a result, due to logical rationale, 

both players find themselves in a less desired 

position than if they had cooperated with each 

other. If both sides counteract and follow personal 

interests, neither side benefits; it becomes a zero-

sum game. Therefore, both players confessing is 

the dominant strategy. Once at this equilibrium, 

both prisoners will have no incentive to change. 

Meaning Nash equilibrium is reached, since the 

strategy maximises each prisoner’s utility given 

each prisoner’s strategy, any change in strategies 

would lead that player to earn less than if they 

remained with their current strategy. 

A sequential game is a game in which a player 

chooses his strategies at a different point in the 

timeline. This means that some of the players can 

observe the moves of the player who preceded 

them gaining additional information about the 

actions of the other players. These players that 

observe the moves of the preceding player have 

perfect information, knowing the strategies that 

the opponents have chosen before. This also 

means that the player who moves first has the 

most power and can influence the whole game as 

ensuing players have to base their decisions on the 

first move since their future strategies are 

determined by the current strategies they have 

available. An example of this would be the game of 

chess where each player takes turns in creating 

their own strategies and moving their pieces 

according to their opponents. If no players observe 

the move of each player then the game 

simultaneous rather than sequential.  

A strategy that consists of various possible moves 

and many possible equilibria where no real 

equilibrium can be reached, known as mixed 

strategy. A player would use a mixed strategy to 

avoid being predictable. The battle of the sexes is 

the most common example where multi equilibria 

appear, meaning that no real equilibrium can be 

reached. In the battle of the sexes, a couple 

cannot decide what to do over the weekend but 

they but know they want to spend the weekend 

together. The woman prefers to go shopping but 

the man prefers to go boxing. This is an example of 

a coordination game which when expressed in the 

normal form, two pure equilibria can be seen. In 

this situation, knowing your opponent’s strategy 

will not help you decide on your own course of 

action, the way to solve this situation is through 

the use of mixed strategy in which we can look at 

the probability of our opponent choosing one or 

the strategy and the pay of against that. 

Antoine A Cournot was the first person to develop 

a game theory model to model imperfect 

competition in which two firms with identical costs 

compete with similar products and don’t collude. 

Each firm assumes that its rival is making decisions 

to maximize profit, (assuming rational behaviour). 

His duopoly expanded the analysis of market 

structures, expanding on perfect competition and 

monopolies. The Cournot model assumes that the 

two firms make decisions in a set time period, 

have the same general market statistics of demand 

and have good general knowledge of each other’s 

costs and choose their profit-maximizing output 

with the belief that their rival chooses the same 

way in order to maximize profits.  

If these assumptions are true, on firm reacts to 

what it believes the other firm will produce, thus if 
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B produces 𝑞𝑏of output, we will explain what 

quantity firm A should produce. Cournot’s function 

describes how the quantity of goods firm A 

produces with the quantity of goods firm B 

produces. The market demand curve of the 

duopolies is: 𝑝 = 120 − 0.5𝑄𝐷. Where market 

quantity demanded is QD and market price in 

dollars is P.  Firm A has a constant marginal cost of 

$10 and firm B has a constant marginal cost of 

$30, the reaction for each firm can be seen using 

the following steps: 

𝑄𝐷 = 𝑄𝑎 + 𝑄𝑏 

1. Substituting the equation in Step 1 for QD in the 

market demand curve yields 

𝑃 = 12 − 0.5(𝑞𝐴 + 𝑞𝐵) = 120 − 0.5𝑞𝐴 − 0.5𝑞𝐵 

2. For firm A, total revenue equals price multiplied by 

quantity. 

𝑇𝑅𝐴 = 𝑃 ×  𝑞𝐴 = (120 − 0.5𝑞𝐴 − 0.5𝑏) × 𝑞𝐴

= 120𝑞𝐴 − 0.5𝑞2
𝐴 − 0.5𝑞𝑏𝑞𝑎 

3. Firm A’s marginal revenue is determined by taking 

the derivative of total revenue, TRA, with respect 

to qA. 

𝑀𝑅𝐴 =
𝑑𝑇𝑅𝐴

𝑑𝑞𝐴
= 120 − 𝑞𝐴 − 0.5𝑞𝐵 

4. Firm A attempts to maximize profit by making 

marginal revenue equal cost, making it $20 

𝑀𝑅𝐴 = 120 − 𝑞𝐴— 0.5𝑞𝐵 = 10 = 𝑀𝐶𝐴 

5. Rearranging the equation in Step 5. 

120 − 10 − 0.5𝑞𝐵 = 100 − 0.5𝑞𝐵 = 𝑞𝐴 

6. Repeat Steps 3 through 6 to determine firm B’s 

function. 

Remember that firm B’s marginal cost equals $30. 

𝑇𝑅𝐵 = 𝑃 × 𝑞𝐵 = (120 − 0.5𝑞𝐴 − 0.5𝑞𝐵) × 𝑞𝐵

= 120𝑞𝐵 − 0.5𝑞𝐴𝑞𝐵 − 0.5𝑞2
𝐵

 

𝑀𝑅𝐵 =
𝑑𝑇𝑅𝐵

𝑑𝑞𝐵
= 120 − 0.5𝑄𝐴 − 𝑞𝐵 

𝑀𝑅𝐵 = 120 − 0.5𝑄𝐴 − 𝑞𝐵 = 30 = 𝑀𝐶𝐵 

120 − 30 − 0.5𝑞𝐴 = 90 − 0.5𝑞𝐴 = 𝑞𝐵 

7. Substitute firm B’s reaction function for qB in firm 

A’s reaction function  

100 − 0.5𝑞𝐵 = 100 − 0.5(90 − 0.5𝑞𝐴) = 𝑞𝐴 

100 − 45 + 0.25𝑞𝐴 = 𝑞𝐴 

55 = 0.75𝑞𝐴 𝑜𝑟 𝑞𝐴 = 73.3 

8. Substituting qA = 76 in firm B’s reaction function 

enables you to solve for qB. 

86 − 0.5𝑞𝐴 = 86 − 0.5(73.3) = 49.3 = 𝑞𝐵 

 

Thus, in the profit maximizing Cournot duopolist, 

firm A, produces 73.3 units of output while firm B 

produces 49.3 units of output. 

This all explains a very basic principle. Both 

companies are trying to maximise profits, raising 

prices would although increase profitability, 

however a great proportion of market share will 

be lost. Cournot attempts to maximise both 

market share and profitability by defining 

optimum prices. This price will be the same for 

both firms, as otherwise the one with the lower 

price will obtain the full market share which helps 

us obtain this Nash equilibrium, or also known as 

the Cournot-Nash equilibrium. 

The situations that we have seen so far are those 

that involve the game being played once. 

However, when players play a game numerous 

times, the games are known as repeated games or 

also supergames. Perhaps after a number of 

repeated games, the players might behave 

differently than if played just a one-off game, and 

may attempt to foster cooperation. Each player 

will account the opponent’s previous moves in 

order to make moves, as well as considering 

possible changes in the decisions made by the 

opponent when making his/her own decisions.  

Now, we can introduce the new concept known as: 

discounting. When two players make decisions 

repeatedly over a period of time, the amount of 

payoffs differ. Money becomes less valuable 

overtime due to inflation, positive interest rates, 
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or that consumption rates are lower in the future 

than consumption now because of time 

preferences. We need to take this into account 

when calculating the sum of each player’s payoffs, 

which can be done in two ways. Finitely, where 

rounds have a limit to them such as 3 rounds, or 

infinitely where the game has no predetermined 

length. These can be shown with the following 

formulas. 

  

Where; 

P represents the total discounted payoffs 

T: the amount of total repeated games 

M the total no of finite repeated games 

P: the total of the previous payoff 

R: the discounted rate 

The repeated game theory can also be applicable 

to the prisoner’s dilemma mentioned before. 

However, in order to analyse the results of the 

repeated game, we must analyse the game under 

finite number of times and under infinite times. 

With infinite number of repetitions, both prisoners 

believe that there will always be another round 

and thus the benefits from counteracting 

outweigh the cooperating strategy.  

On the other hand, when there is a set number of 

repetitions, operating a backwards induction to 

solve the game is applicable. In the last round, the 

players will always behave as if it was a finite 

game, or one-off game, thus Nash equilibrium can 

be applied here. Since both players will confess in 

the final round, if we look at the round before 

that, there’s no advantage to lie on this round 

either, thus it is advantageous for them to confess 

in all rounds. Nash equilibrium exists here for all 

rounds.  

To conclude, game theory is very important in 

determining strategic reasoning within a 

competitive environment and is becoming more 

and more applicable in the real world. However, it 

is not very effective in a competitive economy 

where there are high numbers of players, as well 

as just relying on logic and rationale without taking 

into consideration uncertainties and unknowns. 

Yet, by providing a systematic quantitative 

approach for deciding the best strategy in different 

situations, it provides a framework for players to 

make effective decisions.
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The primary objectives of monetary policy are to 

maintain low (2%) stable rates of inflation and to 

promote sustainable economic growth with low 

levels of unemployment. During this essay, we 

shall define “effective” as being the ability of 

monetary policy to meet such targets. Central 

banks have commonly used conventional 

monetary policy instruments for decades which 

have proved to be effective during periods of 

economic stability. However, during times of 

financial panic economists may turn to more 

unconventional measures as was the case in the 

aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. This essay 

will argue that conventional monetary policy is 

usually sufficient to meet such targets during 

stable economic conditions but during times of 

financial uncertainty, unconventional monetary 

policy is a more effective response.   

The limitations of conventional monetary policy 

are best demonstrated following the 2007-2008 

financial crisis. Conventional monetary policy had 

failed to contain asset market bubbles from 

forming which subsequently led to the financial 

crisis. Following the collapse of Lehman Brothers 

on September 15th, 2008, the spread between the 

three-month Euribor and the overnight interest 

rate EONIA rose to an all-time high of 156 basis 

points on 13th October 2008. To put this into 

perspective, the average spread under “normal” 

conditions is around 10 basis points. This 

consequentially led to a shortage of market 

liquidity and a severe loss of confidence by banks 

across the globe. The scale of the shock meant 

that conventional monetary policy responses were 

no longer effective as Taylor rules would 

recommend negative nominal interest rates, 

however market interest rates are effectively 

bound; by zero. The disruption to the financial 

system meant that banks were holding onto funds 

to improve their viability rather than lending to 

the private sector. This resulted in the 

implementation of unconventional monetary 

policies across the world’s central banks. For 

example, the Bank of England began using 

quantitative easing measures in March 2009 to 

help stabilise the economy. This was achieved by 

the central bank purchasing longer-term 

government bonds from commercial banks and 

the additional liquidity then being used by the 

banks to extend new credit to firms, households 

and individuals. It also increases the price of gilts 

and so reduces the yield that investors would 

otherwise make. As a result, this incentivises 

investors to purchase other assets such as 

corporate bonds which subsequently increase in 

price and hence reduce the borrowing costs for 

firms thereby encouraging them to invest more.  

 

The falling yields from government bonds have 

also allowed the UK government to issue debts at 

low interest rates, making it cheaper for the 

government to borrow money. Therefore, 

quantitative easing stimulates extra investment 

and higher government spending in the economy 

which will subsequently increase aggregate 

demand/economic growth. This proved to be 

important in reducing the impact of the financial 

crisis. 

Between 2009 and 2012 the Bank of England 

created £375bn of new money due to quantitative 

easing. As shown in Figure 7 below, the 

implementation of quantitative easing measures 

led to interbank borrowing rates falling sharply 

(from around 160 basis points in February 2009 to 

20 basis points in September 2009) due to the 

extra liquidity being provided to the banking 

sector, whilst asset prices also rose. 

Johann Power analyses how effective unconventional monetary policy has 

been in restoring economic growth following the 2007-2008 financial crisis. 

http://www.economicshelp.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/10-year-bond.png
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Overall, it is estimated that quantitative easing 

increased UK GDP by 3% or £50bn since it was first 

introduced. 

Other unconventional monetary policies have also 

been utilised such as credit easing, which is similar 

in nature to quantitative easing. This is a policy 

which directly addresses liquidity shortages by 

purchasing asset-backed securities and corporate 

bonds and is particularly effective during times of 

severe banking distress. In 2010, the Federal 

Reserve purchased $1.25 trillion of mortgage-

backed securities to support the slumping 

mortgage market and increase the monetary base. 

The Federal Reserve’s large-scale asset purchases 

between 2008 and 2010 resulted in successfully 

reducing long-term interest rates as shown by 

Stefania D’Amico and Thomas B. King (2010), 

whilst Chung et al (2012) suggested that inflation 

was 1% higher than if the policy had not been 

carried out, which helped to prevent deflation. 

Therefore, unconventional monetary policy has 

proved to be effective in mitigating the problems 

faced during the financial crisis by increasing 

market liquidity, so that credit became more 

widely available, decreasing long term interest 

rates and gilt yields, increasing market confidence 

and boosting economic growth.  

However, unconventional monetary policy has not 

resolved the issue of slow economic recovery 

following the financial crisis. It proves to be a lot 

less effective during more stable economic 

conditions. 

  

For instance, the injection of £75bn in March 2009, 

as part of the UK government’s quantitative easing 

programme, helped stabilise economic conditions 

whilst the additional injection of £50bn in August 

2009 resulted in the following appreciation in FTSE 

100 share prices as shown above. However, in a 

world of deleveraging it is not an adequate 

method for continual increases in asset prices.  

 

As shown above, the FTSE 100 remained at 5700 

between October 2011 and September 2012 even 

though there had been an additional £175bn of 

quantitative easing stimulus added to the 

economy during that period. 

Similar trends also occurred in the US, where 

studies by Vasco Cúrdia and Andrea Ferrero have 

found that the second round of quantitative easing 

undertook by the US Federal Reserve, which 

involved the purchasing of $600bn of bonds 

(particularly mortgage-backed securities) up until 

2011, proved to be a lot less effective than the 

previous first round from 2008 until 2010. The 

estimated effect of the Federal Reserve’s large-

scale asset purchases (LSAPs) on real GDP growth 

rates and inflation are shown below where the red 

line is the median effect in annualized percentage 

points. 
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Note: Grey bands indicate 50%, 70%, and 90% 

probability bands around the median (red line).  

The results found that the second round of 

quantitative easing (QE2) only added 0.13 

percentage points to the US annual real GDP 

growth rate in 2010. Interestingly, they also 

compared the effect on real GDP growth rates and 

inflation changes when conventional monetary 

policy was used instead of QE2 during 2010-2011. 

For example, the graphs below show the effects of 

a temporary reduction in federal fund rates by 

0.25 percentage points.  

 

Note: Grey bands indicate 50%, 70%, and 90% 

probability bands around the median (red line). 

In this instance, GDP growth rates increased by 

0.26 percentage points whilst inflation rose by 

approximately 0.04 inflation points. By comparing 

both sets of graphs, we can also see that there is 

greater uncertainty over the effect of LSAPs on 

real GDP growth rates than there is with cuts in 

temporary federal fund rates, as shown by the 

more spread out shaded bands of the former in 

contrast to the more compact shaded bands of the 

latter, around the median. Therefore, the results 

of their simulations indicate that QE2 stimulated 

GDP growth rates by half the amount that a 0.25 

percentage point interest rate cut would 

otherwise have done, whilst both policies seemed 

to have similar effects upon inflation. As a result, 

we can conclude that any positive effects 

attributed to quantitative easing are increasingly 

short lived with each round.  

There are also significant risks associated with 

central banks holding onto considerable levels of 

excess reserves. Not only are central bank 

purchases of government bonds potentially 

contributing to unsustainable levels of government 

debt, but it also leaves central banks facing 

problems over how they will reduce the size of 

their balance sheets in the future. As withdrawing 

such large quantities of liquidity from the market 

could trigger substantial contractionary monetary 

policy shocks, whilst they themselves face 

suffering large financial losses since the value of 

their assets (such as government bonds) would 

most likely have decreased compared to when 

they were purchased due to higher interest rates, 

decreased demand and greater economic stability, 
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once conventional monetary policy is resumed. For 

example, the IMF has estimated that the Bank of 

England could face losses of anything up to 5.5% of 

GDP when it sells off its government bonds back 

into the market.  

The mighty Bank of England, established in 1694 

Overall, the “effectiveness” of unconventional 

monetary policy in achieving its stated objectives 

is largely dependent upon the economic climate 

such as deflationary pressures, zero lower bound 

interest rates and medium-term incentives. There 

is clear evidence to suggest that unconventional 

monetary policies such as quantitative and credit 

easing proved to be very effective in the world’s 

largest economies such as the UK, USA and EU at 

reducing the severity of the financial crisis, 

restoring market confidence and helping real GDP 

growth rates to increase following the crisis. 

However, their initial successes seemed to have an 

increasingly dwindling positive effect on the 

economy when subsequent rounds were 

implemented, instead contributing to inflationary 

pressures during later years and leaving central 

banks with huge balance sheets with the 

associated risks entailed in their exit strategy. 

There is much more we could have discussed here, 

such as other forms of unconventional monetary 

policy, its effects on emerging markets, the 

structure of financial flows in the economy and the 

methods for when and how to withdraw from such 

monetary policies. Though to conclude, 

unconventional monetary policy has proved to be 

effective during times of financial panic and 

uncertainty but it has been over relied upon and 

its full effects will only be realized when central 

banks finally reduce their balance sheets, as after 

all, “unconventional”, by definition, is not 

supposed to be the standard mode of monetary 

policy.  
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For the United Kingdom, the post-war period was 

a time of great difficulty, but also of great hope for 

a better future. Britons who have lived through the 

Second World War do not remember those days 

with anything like the unbridled horror we might 

suppose – on the contrary, these days of shortage, 

privation and frequent tragedy were nonetheless 

often some of the best of their lives. This was 

because the war provided a great existential 

purpose for the British nation, a simple good-

versus-evil story, and a moral cause for the whole 

population to unite behind. Gone were the social 

divisions, bickering and party politics of peacetime, 

replaced with a singular dedication, focus and 

determination in the face of the totalitarian foe. As 

the tide of war slowly but inexorably turned in the 

Allies’ favour, the British people began to ask 

themselves – what else might be accomplished if 

only this common purpose could be harnessed in 

peacetime? What other demons might be 

conquered now that the world was freed from the 

curse of Nazism?  

It was this wave of optimism that swept Clement 

Attlee to Downing Street in 1945, leading the first 

ever majority Labour government in British history. 

Attlee’s administration hoped to divert the 

energies of the British people towards building a 

better, kinder and more equal society, eliminating 

what Sir William Beveridge of the London School 

of Economics called the ‘five giants of 

reconstruction’ - Want, Disease, Ignorance, 

Squalor and Idleness. It was clear to Beveridge, as 

it was to Attlee, that the government could 

eradicate all these evils, by dividing income and 

opportunity more equally through redistributive 

taxation. Only political vested interests, 

entrenched class privilege and the avarice of the 

wealthy had prevented this end from already 

being achieved. If the will existed, so did the way.  

This growing spirit of collectivism became the 

post-war consensus, and was embodied in the 

policies of both Conservative and Labour 

governments. Many of the principles of socialist 

economics – redistribution, nationalisation of 

industry, land, banks and railways, and a striving 

for income equality – had long since become an 

intellectual orthodoxy with which few dared 

quibble. Forty years before, George Bernard Shaw 

had written that ‘we are all socialists now’: seventy 

years later still, the after-effects of the post-war 

consensus remain visible, in an ever-expanding 

public sector and the existence of the National 

Health Service.   

It was this political and cultural trend that 

provoked Friedrich Hayek, an Austrian economist 

who had taken refuge in Britain during the war, to 

write his seminal polemic against collectivism, The 

Road to Serfdom. Hayek believed that although 

intellectuals did not have direct access to power, 

their ideas had a profound effect on society in any 

liberal democracy: therefore, he was concerned 

about the general acceptance of anti-market 

sentiment by intellectuals. He believed he had 

seen this process before, in the world of 

continental Europe – for the two main totalitarian 

powers in the world, Nazi Germany and Soviet 

Russia, both accepted the belief that a central plan 

was necessary to dedicate human efforts towards 

one goal. In this respect, Nazism and communism 

were remarkably similar in terms of the means 

they employed – it was only the end that differed. 

This is not, of course, to equate such repressive 

regimes with the state British socialists desired to 

achieve, but only to point out that the potential 

for governmental overreach was certainly there, 

and that central planning in practice failed to 

match its promised returns in theory.  

Hayek began his case against the collectivists by 

pointing out that the unity of wartime was 

atypical, and that any attempt to harness it in 

peacetime was doomed from the outset. In normal 

life, people have an infinite variety of motivations 

and desires, and attempting to adjudicate between 

them and produce a cogent national ‘plan’ 

inevitably gives the planners more power than 

even the most influential bureaucrat in a free-

A thought provoking piece written by Christian Owen discussing the impacts 

that “big government” has had on British society, as he argues for a revival in 

individualism and a reduction in the size of government.  
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market society. This kind of nation, in which 

manufacturing was fiercely controlled by the state, 

was championed by Hayek’s contemporaries, 

including (with no apparent sense of irony) the 

fiercely principled anti-totalitarian George Orwell. 

Orwell asserted that in the ideal state, the 

‘directing brains’ would decide how much of each 

commodity was needed by the populace, and 

would co-ordinate the production of all 

components of each product. For Orwell and his 

fellow intellectuals, only rationing was rational – 

the state should have the ability to make arbitrary 

decisions on what citizens needed. Personal liberty 

and freedom of choice were low on their list of 

concerns.  

Austrian economist, Friedrich von Hayek 

Hayek believed that the goals of the Beveridge 

Report – which believed it was the government’s 

duty to maximise employment and job security – 

were high-minded, noble, but profoundly wrong. 

Hayek made the obvious – but hitherto scarcely 

mentioned – point that a government cannot give 

out jobs regardless of demand without causing 

severe inflation, and that they cannot protect one 

sector’s wages against fluctuations of the market 

without negatively affecting another. These 

economic facts are beyond human control, and so 

Beveridge’s goals – however desirable they might 

be – would be impossible to achieve, no matter 

how much central planning were introduced.  

This refutation of the economic case for 

collectivism was perhaps the most important 

purpose of The Road to Serfdom, but not the most 

interesting one. In terms of behavioural 

economics, Hayek also provided a prescient 

observation of the moral and psychological 

impacts a drift towards collectivism had on society, 

and the negative effects this would have on a 

society’s wealth and potential for growth in the 

long term.  

Hayek thought he was beginning to observe a shift 

in the moral attitudes of the British people, 

fostered and accelerated by collectivism. 

Individualism was increasingly out of vogue – 

people’s moral concerns had moved towards the 

state of society as a whole, not their own personal 

conduct. It was this social consciousness, of 

course, that had made Beveridge’s ideas so 

attractive in the first place, and superficially this 

seemed like a beneficial trend. Surely a greater 

desire for collective action as a community was 

superior to the ‘selfish individualism’ of the past? 

Hayek was sceptical. To this first-generation 

immigrant, the singular characteristics of the 

British people were readily apparent – this was a 

nation of independent, self-reliant men and 

women, depending on individual initiative and 

local responsibility, and with a healthy scepticism 

of government interference. All these 

characteristics, he believed, were endangered by 

the collectivist impulse, which led to a 

disheartening conclusion. In a collectivist state, if 

anything were wrong it would be someone else’s 

fault, and the job of a political apparatchik to fix it. 

To take one example, if it is the duty of the council 

to pick up the litter, then it is the council’s fault if it 

is not picked up – not the individual’s fault for 

littering in the first place. It is not hard to see how 

this could lead to a society of less, rather than 

more, social responsibility, in which people regard 

their own conduct in such matters as morally 

irrelevant – since it is the job of someone else to 

clear up behind them.  
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When David Cameron won the 2010 election, he 

promised an agenda of ‘Big Society’ rather than big 

government, in which more power would be 

decentralised from politicians and given to 

individuals. But he was widely ridiculed in the 

British media, by both left-wing and right-wing 

papers, to the extent that the whole policy agenda 

was swiftly abandoned. This attempt to empower 

local people and communities failed because of 

the collectivist attitudes that, as Hayek predicted, 

are now embedded in the British psyche. There is 

no longer any prospect of the people coming 

together to tackle issues in their community from 

the grassroots; instead, a centralised and 

bureaucratic response from an ever-expanding 

state is demanded by the electorate. Inevitably, 

this has led to an erosion of Britain’s independent 

and innovative spirit: individuals are no longer 

encouraged to take the initiative and get projects 

off the ground, instead expecting everything to be 

done for them by someone else. Until we accept 

that Hayek was right, and begin to decentralise 

power to the people rather than the political 

classes, there will be no lasting cure for the ‘British 

Disease’ – the pattern of industrial stagnation and 

decline that crippled the economy in the 1970s, 

and has never completely subsided since.  

Hayek understood the dangers collectivism 

presented, but failed completely to predict its 

implementation. Collectivist thinking has not 

proven so incompatible with a semi-free market as 

intellectuals had assumed. We are clearly not a 

socialist state – the existing owners of the means 

of production proved too influential for this – but 

neither are we a classically capitalist one either. 

Instead, modern Britain is an uneasy compromise, 

in which the means of production remain in 

private hands, but the government offers the 

workers benefits in order to prevent them 

agitating for outright socialism. These benefits 

have had the unforeseen effect of taking choice 

and decision out of the hands of individuals, and 

handing it to officials and bureaucrats.  

The consequence of this erosion of personal choice 

is that many Britons have very little of importance 

left to decide for themselves. They are educated 

by the state, and their children allocated schools 

by state provision; they are treated in public 

sector, state managed hospitals when ill; the state 

provides them with security in old age, making 

saving unnecessary (or, in some cases, actually 

uneconomical); if they cannot afford good-quality 

housing, the state will provide it for them. 

Everything is provided to them at the behest of a 

supposedly benevolent public sector, which has 

grown so unwieldly that 25% of Britain’s working 

population are public employees. In this world, 

there is nothing much to strive for and nothing 

much to fear – so the incentive for success is 

neutered and diluted.  

Modern political discourse is dominated by 

grievances over issues, combined with assertions 

that ‘the government must act’. In other words, 

the government is all-powerful, and problems can 

only be solved by its direct intervention. 

Collectivism has permeated the nation’s spirit to 

such an extent that the state is seen as the 

solution to any problem. Only when we re-discover 

the fact that government is just as often an 

obstacle to be overcome will Britain rediscover its 

entrepreneurialism, self-reliance and economic 

potential.  
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Every year, around 50,000 passengers with valid 
plane tickets get bumped off their flight to the 
next available flight due to overbooking by the 
airline. I will be ignoring how unethical it is or the 
inconveniences it causes in this essay and focus on 
the financial benefits using Binomial Distribution 
and probability. 

 

According to aviation expert Alex Machers to 
MailOnline Travel, ‘Airline overbooking is 
necessary as airlines need to ensure that they are 
not flying with empty seats.’ Selling too few seats 
means that those seats being wasted and so there 
is less revenue. However, selling too many seats 
results in compensation given in the form of 
money, additional flights, upgrades etc. 

To find the optimal number of seats an airline 
should sell per flight, in a study collecting figures 
from 2006 to 2015, United airlines have concluded 
that approximately 10% of passengers miss their 
flight on a certain route (NY JFK to London 
Heathrow) after they check in online.  

The standard plane used by United Airlines on that 
route is the Boeing 767-400er which seats 242 
passengers.  

 

Seat Type 
(no.) 

Cost of Seat (annual 
average 2017) 

Total 
Revenue 

Economy 
(133) 

£156 £20748 

Economy 
Plus (70) 

£613 £42910 

Business (39) £1,527 £59553 

 

So assuming all 242 seats on the plane were full 
without overbooking by the airline, then per one 
way flight, the total Revenue would be £123,211 

(excluding fuel cost.) On paper if around 10% of 
the 242 passengers do not show up then 
approximately 24 seats will be empty. So if the 
airline can sell 24 extra economy tickets then there 
will be an extra £3,744 added to the revenue 
increasing the total to £126,955, which is the best 
case scenario. The standard procedure of bumping 
passengers onto the next flight according to 
tripadvisor.com is to give the passengers an 
upgrade to economy plus on the next available 
flight. (Only passengers flying economy class are 
bumped unless there are volunteers.) If there are 
no seats in Economy Plus available, then the 
monetary value of the upgrade will be given as 
compensation, which turns to be £457 using 
average 2017 figures. So worse-case scenario is if 
all passengers, including those overbooked show 
up, then a compensation totalling £10,968 has to 
be paid in the form of money or an upgrade, 
reducing the total revenue of that flight to be 
£112,243, which is even less than if only 242 
tickets were sold in the first place. 

However, it isn’t based on how good or bad a 
situation is financially. Instead, what matters is the 
probability of the scenario occurring in the first 
place. Using probability, I will show how likely each 
scenario is to occur. 

Worse Case, all 242 passengers plus 24 
overbooked passengers show up on time. 

X= passengers that show up 

X ~ B (266, 0.9)  

Probability (X = 266) = 266C266 x 0.9266 x 0.10 = 
0.0000000000006737… (4sf) = 6.737 x 10-13 

Best Case, 24 passengers don’t show up as the 24 
overbooked passengers have their seats. 

X= passengers that show up 

X ~ B (266, 0.9) 

P (X = 242) = 266C242 x 0.9242 x 0.124 = 0.07356… (4sf) 

 

However, there doesn’t have to be exactly 24 
passengers to not turn up for the Best-Case 
scenario to occur, and instead there can be 24 to 
all 266 passengers to be no shows. This is because 
they have already paid for their tickets and as long 

In modern economics, mathematics is the most valuable tool that economists 

have to view and understand the world around them. In this article, Nehemiah 

Wong uses the Binomial Distribution and probability to present the financial 

incentives that airline companies have to overbook flights. 
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as there are no passengers overbooked on the 
flight, the airline would’ve maximized revenue on 
that flight even if 0 passengers turn up. 

So actually the probability for this ‘Best-Case’ 
scenario, the actual probability is: 

X= passenger that show up 

X ~ B (266, 0.9) 

P (X ≤ 242) = 1 – (P(X = 266) + P(X = 265) + … P(X = 
243) = 1 – 0.2683… = 0.7317 (4sf) 

However, it could be argued that because more 
people didn’t show up in this scenario, then there 
are more empty seats which could’ve been sold to 
generate a greater revenue. But due to the 
approximate value of 90% of passengers actually 
show up, then it is more unlikely that this will 
happen regularly. 

So on this route alone, per flight there is 
approximately a 73% chance that the ‘Best-Case’ 
scenario will occur, which means there is a 73% 
chance that the airline could make increased 
revenue on that flight by overbooking passengers 
without having to pay any form of compensation. 
However, due to the extra £3,744 revenue 
generated, each flight could afford to have up to 8 
people being bumped onto the next flight as an 
average of £457 is being paid as compensation. 
Even if the 8th person is bumped onto the next 
flight it means the total revenue for that flight is 
£123,299 which is still making £88 more than it 
would if it only sold the full capacity of the 242 
seats. It is only until if there is a need for the 9th 
passenger to be bumped, then the flight would 
make less revenue than it would selling at full 
capacity and no overbookings. 

If there were only up to 8 people being bumped 
onto the next flight? 

X= passengers that show up 

X ~ B (266, 0.9) 

P (X ≤ 250) = 1 – (P(X = 266) + P(X = 265) + … P(X = 
251).  

Using the tables above, I can calculate that the 
probability the flight makes less revenue from 
overbooking seats than it would have done just by 
selling at full capacity is = 0.007936 (4sf) which is 
around 0.8%. This means 99.2% of the time per 
flight from JFK to London would then make 
additional revenue than it would be doing selling 
at 242 seats.  

(Approximate Values) 

 

Best-Case, Maximum Revenue 73.2% 

Greater Revenue Than Max-Capacity 
booking 

26% 

Decreased Revenue 0.08% 

 

 

So I can conclude that for the United Airlines on 
this route, the reward for overbooking financially 
outweighs the risk of paying compensation and 
having decreased revenue by a vast margin. 
Annually, there are around 2190 flights from JFK to 
London Heathrow (6 flights a day). Assuming all 
the flights are fully booked and if United Airlines 
only sold the maximum capacity of 242 seats, then 
each year the airline would make £269,832,090 
revenue on this one-way route (excluding fuel). 
However, if they overbooked 24 extra seats on 
each 2190 flights, then they would have 
approximately a 73.2% chance to make an 
additional £8,199,360 revenue amounting to 
£278,031,450. There will be a 99.2% chance that 
the airline will make a revenue between those 
values. The worse-case scenario at a 6.737x10-13 

probability will still occur on 1.475x10-9 flights a 
year (or 0.000000001475 flights.) Only on 17.52 
flights / 18 flights a year there will be reduced 
revenue due to compensation payments, in which 
the lost revenue can be made back from selling 
extra seats on the other flights on the same route. 
United Airlines made $4.5bn net profit in 2016 
equating to about £3.46bn. Just alone on the one-
way route if all assumptions are true then the 
airline had a 73.2% chance to make 0.18% of their 
net profit just from overbooking that one route. 
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Introduction: 

Under the coalition government, the science 

and research budget was frozen as figure 1 

shows, resulting in a falling budget due to the 

effects of inflation. Furthermore, the 

government had redefined the science budget 

before freezing it so that the science and 

research budget excluded capital spending.1 

Year Total S&R 
Resource 

2010/11 4,575,906 
2011/12 4,575,906 
2012/13 4,575,906 
2013/14 4,575,906 
2014/15 4,575,906 
 

Recently, the government has outlined its 

proposed allocation of science and research 

funding until 2020, which is shown in figure 2. 

This planned expenditure outlines a steady 

year-on-year increase in the science and 

research budget. 

Year Total S&R Budget 
16/17 4,808 
17/18 4,896 
18/19 4,990 
19/20 5,904 
20/21 - 
Total 19,788 

 
 

GDP has had quarter on quarter growth over 

the last 10 years and the UK has experienced 

relatively strong levels of growth in the past 7 

years or so. However, since the Brexit vote 

last June, growth levels have fallen with 

                                                           
1 (Sciencogram, Accessed 08/07/17) 
2 (ONS (1), Accessed 08/07/17)  
3 (Macilwain, C, Accessed 08/07/17) 

growth at 0.2% in the first quarter of this year. 

In addition to growth plummeting, labour 

productivity measured in terms of output per 

hour fell 0.5% in the first quarter of this year 

with services productivity in particular falling 

by 0.6% compared to the previous quarter.2 

There is a general consensus among 

economists that research investment within 

science is necessary for economic growth 

because it increases the likelihood of 

innovation. This in turn will make firms more 

efficient and therefore more productive 

resulting in the long run aggregate supply cure 

to shift outwards. In addition to this, funding 

in science creates jobs in the short term and 

shifts aggregate demand outwards generating 

growth too. However, as to whether the 

public science budget should be increased 

from its current levels is definitely debatable 

in a time of austerity measures. 

Growth 

One of the major issues with increasing the 

public science budget is understanding what 

results it will bring and whether it will actually 

effect productivity not only in the long run but 

also in the short term. Head of the Science 

and Technology Policy Division at the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development in Paris, Iain Gillespie said that 

“We have very good evidence that 50-70% of 

productivity growth arises from innovation”.3 

This figure is backed up by the UK 

government's own research that shows that 

51% of productivity growth between 2000 and 

2008 was due to innovation.4 So it seems 

relatively likely that if the public science 

4 (Department for Business Innovation & Skills 
(1), Accessed 08/07/17) 

Will Vardon discusses whether the British government should raise the 

public science budget to boost flagging UK productivity growth. This issue 

will be of particular significance in the coming year following Britain’s 

decision to leave the European Union.  
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budget is increased and provided innovations 

are made, economic growth is likely.  

Short Term: 

It could be argued that the government 

should raise the public science budget as 

economic theory suggests that higher 

investment will lead to the aggregate demand 

curve shifting outwards, creating jobs and 

generating growth in the short term. This 

should boost so-called flagging UK 

productivity growth.  

A report by Families USA, a "Washington DC-

based health-advocacy group", found that 

every "US$1 spent by the NIH typically 

generates $2.21 in additional economic 

output within 12 months".5 (The NIH is the 

national institute of health and is responsible 

for biomedical and public health research.) 

These figures seem to suggest that if we 

increased the public science budget in the UK, 

we would see a short-term boost in economic 

growth but it would be perhaps misleading to 

accept these figures without some skepticism 

as firstly it is hard to quantify the effect as 

many assumptions would have been made to 

produce estimates along with the fact that the 

studies undertaken may not have been 

representative. However, having said that it 

would be perhaps stupid to completely 

dismiss these claims. 

In addition, it seems that government 

spending on the science budget acts almost as 

a gateway for private sector investment and 

'crowds-in' their investment. It is estimated 

that for every £1 spent by the government on 

research and development results in private 

sector research and development rising by 

20p per year.6 And also for every pound of 

public investment, there is between £1.13 and 

£1.59 of private investment.7 This shows that 

there may well be short term economic 

                                                           
5 (Macilwain, C, Accessed 08/07/17)  
6 (Department for Business Innovation & Skills 
(2), Accessed 08/07/17) 

growth as the evidence suggests that the extra 

increase in the public science budget will 

eventually provide a knock on effect which 

increases investment in the economy shifting 

aggregate demand outwards. 

Despite fears of investment collapsing if we 

voted for 'Brexit', investment has rallied and 

in the first 3 months of 2017, business 

investment, in real assets used in production, 

grew 0.8%.8 Despite this with the formal 

negotiations of Brexit now underway and the 

terms still far from agreed, uncertainty is 

affecting investment within our economy and 

many firms are planning to cut jobs especially 

in the finance sector, so it could be argued 

that now more than ever it is necessary for 

investment to come from the government in 

order to restore our growth and employment 

levels. 

In the short term, it would seem logistical to 

increase the public science budget if the main 

priority in our economy is productivity growth. 

However, perhaps if the extra funding were 

invested in infrastructure for example, it 

would yield more effective growth levels than 

increasing the public science budget. 

Long Term: 

Economic theory would suggest that 

increasing the public science budget would 

push the long run aggregate supply curve 

outwards in the long term as the injection of 

money should lead to greater efficiency in the 

science sector and should increase the chance 

of innovations. 

It is all very well and good acknowledging the 

evidence that innovations boost economic 

growth. However, the question as to what 

drives innovation and the time length is the 

complicated process and that is what has 

frustrated economists over the years. Is it 

7 (Science and Technology Committee, 
Accessed 08/07/17) 
8 (Jackson, G, Accessed 08/07/17) 
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basic research from scientists or does it derive 

from the demands of consumers? Let’s say it 

is scientific research that drives innovation, 

will more investment in the public science 

budget, speed up the process of innovation? 

In certain fields like drug testing, probably not 

because there are many lengthy stages in drug 

testing that are required and gathering 

information can take years. However, if there 

was more funding perhaps there could be 

more people developing basic research in 

certain fields where there may not have been 

any basic research beforehand. 

Jobs 

It could also be argued that raising the public 

science budget will undoubtedly create jobs, 

which is great for the economy. However, 

with unemployment at record levels of 4.6% in 

2017 would there be demand for additional 

jobs in the public science sector and do these 

people have the skills necessary?9 And, also 

would the jobs created in the short term be 

helpful in the long term in terms of job 

creation as if successful advancements our 

made in science and technology it could result 

in people’s jobs being lost to machines which 

would raise unemployment. 

Inflation 

In the UK as of May 2017, inflation rose to its 

highest level since September 2013 at 2.7%, 

above the Bank of England’s target of 2%.10 

The threat of rising inflation mainly due to the 

cost-push inflation caused by the fall in 

sterling following the Brexit vote making our 

imports more expensive is becoming more of 

an issue especially with regards to workers on 

fixed wages as has recently been seen from 

the pressure exerted on the government by 

public sector workers who have a 1% pay cap. 

If the government increased the public science 

budget, it would likely result in an outwards 

shift of the long run aggregate supply curve 

                                                           
9 (ONS (2), Accessed 08/07/17) 
10 (ONS (3), Accessed 08/07/17) 

which would relieve inflationary pressures to a 

certain extent. However, one could argue that 

with rising inflation, increasing the public 

science budget is only going to shift aggregate 

demand out further in the short term, 

increasing inflation.  

Deficit 

It is very easy for somebody to say increase 

the public science budget but for it to be fully 

financed and healthy for the economy is a 

different story. This is where the opportunity 

cost becomes so crucial in deciding allocations 

for government departments. 

With a deficit of 88% of GDP as of 2017, and 

the government still spending more than it 

receives through taxation, the deficit is only 

getting larger and larger and with the threat 

of a Greece style economic collapse, perhaps 

it is better to not increase the public science 

budget in order to potentially achieve a 

surplus in the near future to enable the 

government to start paying off the deficit.11 

On the contrary, it could be argued that 

austerity is not the best way forward and as 

Paul Krugman said "advanced economies with 

stable governments that borrow in their own 

currency are capable of running up very high 

levels of debt without crisis.” With this view in 

mind perhaps it would be better for the 

government to stimulate the economy by 

giving the science sector a larger budget which 

would mean that that provided growth levels 

exceed the amount the government has 

borrowed that year, the deficit would reduce 

as a % of GDP. 

Brexit 

After the historic, so-called 'Brexit' vote on the 

23rd of June 2016, it is likely to mean that the 

UK Science budget will lose nearly £1bn a year 

for research from the EU.12 As a result, the 

11 (ONS , Accessed 08/07/17) 
12 (Sample, I, Accessed 08/07/17) 
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government is likely to face strong calls for 

those funds to at least be reimbursed post-

Brexit. 

The consequences of fake news.  

Problems of Science 

The problem with science and research is that 

it is usually deemed too risky so the private 

sector tends to opt out of investing in it, 

creating market failure due to there being a 

misallocation of resources because there 

would be no investment for research in 

science necessary to develop our healthcare 

and technology. It could be argued that to 

prevent the market failure, the government 

needs to build on its public spending for the 

science budget because it has proved 

relatively successful for the government in the 

past. This is because previous government 

funding suggests they have a good track 

record of delivering performances with “state 

funding [helping] get Google’s search 

algorithm, antibody cancer therapies, and 

DNA sequencing technologies off the ground”. 
13 

The effect of investment in science is also 

sometimes not discussed nationally as it can 

be politically difficult. If the UK was to 

increase the public science budget, and they 

created a drug that cured cancer, it is hard to 

understand what this would do to the UK 

economy. Whilst this is a hypothetical 

situation, the aim for funding into cancer is to 

cure it. According to Macmillan, they 

                                                           
13 (Huppert, J & Taylor, M, Accessed 08/07/17) 
14 (Macmillan, Accessed 08/07/17) 

estimated that there were 2,500,00 people 

with cancer in 2015 a statistic set to rise to 

2,900,000 by 2020 and 4,000,000 by 2030.14 In 

2014, Macmillan claimed that around 162, 640 

people die from cancer each year.15 Imagine if 

we cured cancer, we would have many more 

people able to work, which would help to 

boost our productivity which in effect 

supports the argument to raise the public 

science budget. However, with longer lives 

brings more problems like putting more strain 

on our public services, caring for the elderly, 

giving out more state pensions etc. A focal 

point of major elections recently has been 

immigration and the argument against 

immigration is that immigrants put extra 

strain on public services but this could 

potentially happen with breakthroughs in 

science. Purely looking at the economic 

impact, these extra problems created could 

outweigh the benefits of more people in work 

and this could well be shown from a decrease 

in real GDP per capita suggesting poorer living 

standards. 

However, on the contrary, further 

development in science could put less stress 

on other sectors in the long term. For 

example, antibody cancer therapies could help 

the health department and the NHS massively 

in treating cancer patients because it means 

more people are being discharged from 

hospitals, freeing up space in the 

departments.  

Overall, whilst the economic impact of a 

larger, ageing population in the UK possesses 

numerous challenges, it would not be a 

rational decision to decide the amount of 

funding for the public science budget on the 

view that keeping UK citizens alive for longer 

may not be good for our economy. 

Conclusion 

15 (Macmillan, Accessed 08/07/17) 
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In conclusion, it is my personal belief that the 

public science budget should be increased by 

around £1bn per year from what the 

government has currently allocated the 

science sector to cope with the loss of funding 

from the EU and to help boost our economy in 

the long run. I think with the exact terms of 

Brexit still unclear, we need to invest in the 

UK's future to ensure it is renowned 

worldwide for being a leader in innovation. 

This extra funding would be used to 

compensate for the lack of funding in the 

previous 7 years or so and could be paid for by 

either increasing tax revenues directly or 

indirectly or cutting spending to other 

departments like the foreign aid budget. 

Whilst UK productivity has stalled 

considerably recently, this funding would help 

boost the economy in the short term too, 

provided fiscal and monetary policy are used 

in conjunction with this policy. I acknowledge 

that inflation is rising above the Bank of 

England's target, I feel in the current UK 

economic climate that growth and 

employment are the most crucial issues facing 

the country because of the unknown 

outcomes of the Brexit process at this 

moment in time and the expectation that jobs 

will be lost. 
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In 2016 Côte D’Ivoire, or better known as the 

Ivory Coast, had the fastest growing economy 

in Africa with a GDP annual growth rate of 

approximately 8.5%. Although in 2017 the 

growth rate has slowed down to around 8.3%, 

this is still extraordinary growth for the Ivory 

Coast and is extremely positive considering 

their past economic history. Although in terms 

of size of economy, the Ivory Coast is only the 

15th biggest economy in Africa with a GDP of 

$32 billion in 2016. This demonstrates to us 

that the Ivory Coast has a lot of potential to 

grow and become the biggest economy in 

Africa over the next 50 years. In light of the 

Ivory Coast’s rapid economic growth many 

different economists have tried to figure out 

the main cause of the sudden growth rates. 

The majority of them, including the current 

budget minister for the Ivory Coast 

Abdourahmane Cissé, strongly believe that 

the main reason is to do with the recent 

political stability that came with the election 

Alassane Outtara in 2011. There is strong 

evidence behind this assumption as the spark 

in economic growth coincided with the 

appointment of Outtara and as well as this his 

contributions to the country have helped 

attract investment, which is key to economic 

growth. On the contrary, there are other 

theories to why there has been this spark in 

economic growth. One theory, which has been 

debated a lot by many economists is the fact 

that the Ivory Coast has a vast wealth of 

resources which allows it to be such a big 

exporter and this has been vital to the rapid 

economic growth and if the country did not 

have so many resources to export then it 

would not make a difference whether the 

country was stable or in turmoil as the country 

would not have any income and hence there 

would be no economic growth. Overall this 

essay will conclude that the election of 

Alassane Outtara in 2011 was predominantly 

the main reason for the fast economic growth 

rates experienced in the Ivory Coast as it 

brought stability to the country which allowed 

them to not only increase their annual exports 

but it made them look very lucrative to 

investors.  

In order to see just how significant the 

election of Alassane Ouattara was to the 

economic growth of the Ivory Coast, we have 

to look at the Economic and Political situation 

of the Ivory Coast prior to him becoming 

president. Ever since the Ivory Coast gained 

independence from France in 1960 there has 

been constant tensions and conflict. During 

the 1990’s, after the country had entered a 

recession, due to the falling price of cocoa, 

tensions really began to build up. To add to 

this in 1993 Félix Houphouët-Boigny, who had 

been President since 1960, died which created 

a huge power struggle and Henri Konan Bédié 

took control. However, Bédié implemented 

extremely xenophobic policies and he 

believed that all the people in the north of the 

country were foreigners, hence he privileged 

the southerners. He even used this 

xenophobic ideology to create legislation, 

which stopped his main political competitor 

Alassane Ouattara to run in the 1995 election 

as he claimed Ouattara’s parents were born in 

Burkina Faso. The economy at this time was in 

turmoil with GDP below $10 billion and there 

were multiple years where there was negative 

growth rates, such as in 1993. By 1999 more 

conflict arose as General Robert Guéï led a 

mutiny where he overthrew Bédié but his 

time in office did not last long as Gbagbo 

The Ivory Coast has witnessed an explosion in economic growth rates 

during the past decade, from a -2.1% GDP growth rate in 2001 to 8.3% 

growth rates in 2017. Shivam Vij debates the extent to which the election of 

Alassane Ouattara in 2011 was the main reason for this impressive turn 

around in economic growth rates. 
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came into power displacing Guéï after many 

protests. The economy once again took a 

downturn during this time and in 2001 there 

was negative growth of -2.1% which was due 

to the political disruptions. As well as this the 

GDP fell from $12.38 billion in 1999 to $10.72 

billion in 2000. This demonstrates to us that 

whilst there was political instability in the 

Ivory Coast the economy could not expand 

significantly and when they did grow slightly 

the next year they would experience negative 

growth. During the crisis of 2010-2011, where 

Ouattara was wrongfully denied access to 

becoming president even though he won with 

a majority of 54%, the economy took another 

stumble and in 2011 there was a negative 

growth rate of -4.7%.  This was a horrific time 

for the Ivory Coast, over 3000 people died, 

and there had to be external help from the UN 

and France who supported Ouattara’s 

republican forces against Gbagbo’s loyalists. 

This crisis is yet another example of where the 

economy suffered from political instability and 

hence shows the importance of Alassane 

Ouattara’s election as he reduced the conflict 

significantly and made the country more 

stable which enabled increased investment 

and hence increased economic growth. 

 
Fast economic growth rates make for a happy 

President.  

However, during the 2002-2007 civil war in 

terms of the economy, there was huge 

growth. In fact the GDP grew significantly 

from $12.35 billion to $20.34 billion in 2007. 

This goes against the main belief that major 

economic growth can only occur during 

political stability as the country’s economy 

thrived under horrific economic conditions 

just because the demand for their cocoa, palm 

oil and coffee increased immensely during this 

period. Although, it has been said that the 

conflict during this time was not as significant 

as it did not constrain the production line 

compared with other conflicts in the Ivory 

Coast and hence the economy was able to 

grow. 

Another aspect we must look at to see just 

how vital the appointment of Ouattara was for 

the Ivory Coast’s economy is his actions as 

President. We can see Ouattara’s impact 

through the annual GDP growth rate between 

2012-2015, which was at an average of 9%. 

Ouattara immediately after taking office had 3 

main goals, which were to organize the 

chaotic political system, to reduce the 

national debt, which was just over $17.7 

billion (70% of the GDP), and finally to fix the 

budget. Ouattara firstly dealt with organizing 

the political system by making it more like the 

American system with a senate, an executive, 

fixed election dates and an ability for the 

president to elect his/her own vice president. 

This at the time had some backlash as people 

believed that Ouattara was giving himself too 

much power however in the long run they 

have seen that this has actually helped 

organize the country. Ouattara chose to 

follow the American political system as he was 

educated in Pennsylvania. His American 

connections also helped him reduce the 

national debt as the International monetary 

fund provided a $4.4 billion package in 2012, 

which helped significantly. As well as this his 

contacts were key in increasing the amount of 

investment that the country received. 

Ultimately it was the foreign investment, 

which stimulated the economy as local 

investment in the Ivory Coast is non-existent 

due to the high taxes, 40%, by the 

government on farmers. Foreign direct 

investment was key as it allowed the 

agricultural and industrial sector to meet the 

ever increasing demand. Hence this shows just 
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how key Ouattara was as without his 

connections then the economy would not 

have been able to reach its full potential as 

without the investment the exports would 

fallen drastically. The Ivory Coast is heavily 

dependent on exports with the value of their 

exports accounting to 88% of their GDP. They 

are in fact the world’s biggest cocoa exporter 

providing over 33% of the world’s cocoa, 

which accounts to $2.5 billion. Without 

Ouattara’s presence the African development 

bank would not have invested $1.2 billion in 

2017 into the Ivory Coast and Ghana’s cocoa 

industry. Therefore without the investment 

the agricultural sector would not have 

performed so well and the economy would 

not have grown so much. This is just the 

impact of Ouattara’s first spell as president, 

which emphasizes just how significant he was 

to the country. In 2015 Ouattara convincingly 

won the election with 84% of the votes and he 

won in 30 of the 31 regions. One slight issue 

was that the turnout was quite low but the 

fact that this was the first peaceful election in 

a very long time was the main positive for the 

country.  

Ouattara’s second spell in charge began with a 

huge step forward in the right direction with 

the National Development Plan. The National 

Development has been key to the countries 

recent economic performance as it has 

diversified production and improved the share 

of raw materials in the agricultural sector, 

which has increased output and made the 

sector more efficient. The cost of the National 

Development Plan is around $60 billion with 

62% of it being financed by private investors 

and it has turned out so successful that it has 

been extended to 2020 with the Ivorian 

government pumping an extra $15 billion into 

it. This plan has been highly regarded by 

economists all over the world and has helped 

sustain the large growth that the country has 

been experiencing. This plan was a 

masterpiece from Ouattara as it brought in 

even more investment and it helped create 

sustainable growth, which is key as it lowers 

the chance of the inflation rate getting out of 

hand. A key area, which has increased 

drastically since Ouattara became the 

President is retail. This has been key for 

economic growth. This is because in order for 

there to be growth, consumption must 

increase. Therefore the increases in retail are 

vital for economic growth. The retail sector 

expects to continue to grow with spending to 

increase by 24.6% by 2020 and there are 

strong levels of international interest from 

supermarket retailers such as Auchan. This 

will be very positive for the country’s 

economy. The final reason why Ouattara has 

been so key for the country’s development is 

because he is constantly planning for the 

future. Ouattara has recently placed a lot of 

focus on improving the Ivory Coast’s 

renewable energy sector as he sees a big 

economic opportunity in this. This is because 

by increasing their renewable energy 

resources they can use less of their own non 

renewables and then sell their non renewable 

energy resources such as oil off to other 

countries. As well as this they will avoid paying 

tax and will receive more subsidies for using 

more renewable energy. Although most of the 

plans for expanding the renewable energy 

sector are still in pilot stage there is a huge 

potential for solar, wind, hydroelectric and 

most of all bioenergy in the country. Ouattara 

has seen this potential and has quickly 

decided to act upon it. This demonstrates to 

us just how important the election of Alassane 

Ouattara was to the Ivory Coast as he not only 

stabilized the political system but he 

introduced revolutionary economic policies 

that ultimately brought the Ivory Coast to a 

strong and stable economic situation. 

There is a heavily debated theory that the 

main reason for the current fast economic 

growth in the Ivory Coast was not due to the 

election of Alassane Ouattara but that it was 

in fact due to their vast wealth of resources 

which, when exploited, would always propel 

the economy. This theory has been debated as 

local economists such Charles Konan Banny, 
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also former prime minister, believe that you 

need the right leader to exploit the resources 

to bring economic growth whilst international 

economists have used other countries as 

examples where the leadership has been 

shaky yet there is still huge economic growth 

due to the vast amount of resources which 

allows them support their economy solely on 

exports. An example of this is China during the 

last decade who have exported huge amounts 

resulting in rapid economic growth yet their 

leadership has been insecure. Another reason 

why leadership may not matter too much 

especially in the case of the Ivory Coast is 

because during the civil war between 2002-

2007 their exports continued to grow even 

though the country was divided and there was 

no stable leader. This shows us that if a 

country has the resources and a mechanism to 

export then the political climate does not 

really make a difference.  

On the whole this essay concludes that the 

election of Alassane Ouattara in 2011 was the 

main reason for the current fast economic 

growth rates in the Ivory Coast to a large 

extent because it was his policies that he 

implemented that allowed the country to 

increase its exports on such a large scale and 

his connections helped increase investment 

which helped provide sustainable economic 

growth. However in terms of actually 

increasing the welfare of the citizens in the 

country, Ouattara has not concentrated 

enough on decreasing the poverty rate and 

decreasing the problems in the labour market. 

The Ivory Coast is currently ranked 142 out of 

189 countries or ease of working in the 

country, which is astonishingly low for a 

country with such a great potential. This is 

most definitely restricting the country’s 

economy and is one of the bigger flaws in 

Alassane Ouattara’s presidency. That being 

said, on the world stage the Ivory Coast is no 

longer seen as a war stricken country and it is 

now instead seen by the media and more 

importantly by investors as a country which is 

on the rise and will shortly become one of 

Africa’s major economies.  
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There is strong evidence to suggest that 

having more grammar schools would help 

raise education levels and opportunities. 

Grammar schools create more opportunities 

as they undermine privilege and allow bright 

and intelligent students to study at top 

schools, regardless of their social background. 

Entry to grammar schools is based on 

academic performance in the 11 Plus exams 

meaning pupils who score highly won’t be 

denied a place for external reasons such as 

wealth or class, allowing grammar schools to 

provide opportunities for intelligent students 

from poorer backgrounds to climb the social 

ladder. As the 11 Plus exams require 

candidates to attain a certain mark in order to 

attend grammar schools, it means that the 

pupils at grammar schools will be at a similar 

academic level. It is argued that this factor 

allows teachers to progress lessons faster and 

more effectively than at a comprehensive 

school, where as there is no formal entry test 

or requirement, the academic level varies 

much more making effective teaching all 

round much more difficult. For this reason, 

grammar school students tend to perform 

better in public exams than students from 

comprehensive schools in the national league 

tables. A study in 2008 conducted by the 

Sutton trust states that students from 

grammar schools perform better in GCSE’s 

than other students from comprehensive 

schools, showing that grammar schools can 

raise education levels. According to the 

National Grammar Schools Association, in 

2006, pupils in England's 164 grammar schools 

produced more than half the total number of 

A-grade A-levels in harder subjects than the 

grades produced by pupils in up to 2,000 

comprehensive schools, according to the 

National Grammar Schools Association, again 

showing educational dominance for grammar 

schools over non-grammar schools. 

 

A major advantage that grammar schools have 

over comprehensive schools is that there are 

significantly less students per grammar school 

than there are students at a single 

comprehensive school. On average, there are 

2,000 students per comprehensive school. 

This reduces the education level because 

discipline is harder to maintain with such huge 

numbers, as it is more difficult to forge good 

pupil-teacher relationships. Unless a teacher 

has control, a high standard of education 

cannot be achieved. This will also reduce 

social mobility and opportunities for students 

as they may feel alienated by the sheer 

amount of students and teachers, making it 

difficult to develop strong connections with 

teachers and other classmates. 

An advantage of grammar schools is that they 

create opportunities later in life for their 

students. Grammar schools have an excellent 

track record when it comes to producing 

alumni who go on to lead successful careers. 

This is due to their ability to open doors and 

create greater opportunities for their students 

enabling them and providing them with the 

tools for success later in life. The Sutton trust 

conducted a study into the educational 

Richard Noronha discusses the benefits and problems associated with 

increasing the number of grammar schools in the UK, involving key issues 

such as national educational levels and the potential for inequalities within 

his arguments. 
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backgrounds of members of the House of 

Commons and the House of Lords to assess 

the extent of opportunities created for 

students in grammar schools compared to the 

opportunities created for students from non-

grammar schools. From the house of 

commons, around one third (32%) of current 

members of parliament attended grammar 

schools, which educate only 7% of the 

population, clearly showing increased 

opportunity for success for grammar school 

students over comprehensive school students. 

The house of lords also follows a similar suit 

with the lords almost twice as likely to attend 

grammar schools than their house of 

commons counterparts (62% compared to 

32%), again showing the dominance of 

grammar schools in some of the most 

powerful positions in the United Kingdom, 

proving grammar schools provide many 

successful career opportunities for their 

students. 

 
The beloved Manchester Grammar School 

Salary is a strong indicator of career 

opportunities presented to students. 

According to the UK Household Longitudinal 

Study, researchers from University of Bristol, 

the University of Bath and the Institute of 

Education, University of London found that 

the highest earners from grammar school are 

significantly better off, earning £1.31 per hour 

more on average than top earners from 

similar comprehensive schools clearly showing 

that the financial opportunities and benefits 

presented to grammar school graduates 

outweigh those presented to graduates from 

comprehensive schools. The statement that 

grammar schools raise opportunity for their 

students is partly due to the increased social 

mobility associated with attending grammar 

schools. Gaining entry to a top grammar 

school means having access to a high class 

education and a network of influential friends. 

The connections and friendships students 

make at school have an impact on their future 

success showing just how many opportunities 

arise from going to a grammar school. This 

especially applies to grammar school students 

who come from poorer backgrounds, who by 

creating connections and networking, can 

create better opportunities for themselves in 

their future careers. In accordance with the 

spring budget, the government is planning to 

invest £500 million into education reforms 

with £320 million set to be spent on funding 

140 new free schools for 70,000 students 

including the first wave of state-funded 

selective schools in years. Prime minister 

Theresa May stated that she wants to change 

the current educational system so that the 

"most academically gifted children get the 

specialist support to fulfil their potential 

regardless of their family income or 

background", improving social mobility and 

creating greater opportunities for students 

from all backgrounds, showing that having 

more grammar schools would help raise 

education levels and opportunities. 

However, despite the strong advantages to 

the selective schooling system, there are clear 

negatives which undermine the grammar 

schooling system. One of the advantages of 

grammar schools being their ability to enable 

intelligent children from poor backgrounds to 

access a higher quality education. Despite this 

there are still low amounts of students from 

low income families. According to the institute 

of fiscal studies children from deprived 

backgrounds are much less likely attend a 

grammar than better off children with 

currently only 3% of current grammar school 

students eligible for free school meals (a 

widely used indicator for poverty in the 

educational system). Former chief inspector of 

schools Sir Michael Wilshaw has said that 
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grammar schools are “stuffed full of middle 

class kids”. This is due to the fact that 

grammar schools are more likely to accept 

wealthier children as their parents are able to 

afford tutoring, showing that grammar schools 

do not provide equal opportunity to all classes 

of society, regardless of intelligence, 

impacting future generations of lower class 

students, who will find it difficult to progress 

in society, creating more economic imbalance 

and potentially further increasing the wealth 

gap. 

A major point of criticism with grammar 

schools is the 11 Plus exams used to 

differentiate the “intelligent” students from 

the rest. Former shadow education secretary, 

Lucy Powell, has publicly expressed her dislike 

of grammar schools by stating that they are 

“bad for social mobility and aspirations” and 

that she believes that it is “wrong in principle 

to select children at the age of eleven”. David 

Cameron said in 2007 that the debate on 

grammar schools was “pointless”, because 

“parents fundamentally don’t want their 

children divided into sheep and goats at the 

age of 11”.  

 

These quotes point out the flaws of a selective 

system as it divides society from an early age 

into those that will succeed and those that will 

fail which may result in a long term adverse 

psychological effect for the “failures“. The 

problem with this is that the amount of 

people who benefit from selective schooling is 

a lot less than those who do not, resulting in a 

heavy educational and technical imbalance in 

the labour market which will affect the 

quantity and quality of labour, hindering the 

economy’s productive possibilities as well as 

limiting the social opportunities arising from 

creating additional grammar schools. 

 Another disadvantage of grammar schools is 

that they tend to negatively affect 

surrounding comprehensive schools. 

Professor Simon Burgess from the University 

of Bristol states that, “Selective schooling 

systems sort pupils based on their ability and 

schools with high ability pupils are more likely 

to attract and retain high quality teaching 

staff”. He says, “This puts pupils who miss out 

on a grammar school place at an immediate 

disadvantage. In addition they will be part of 

lower ability peer groups, which also affects 

their chances of succeeding at school.” This 

affects comprehensive schools because it 

reduces the quantity of highly skilled teachers 

who are willing and able to work at a 

comprehensive school as the highly skilled 

teachers are more incentivised to work at 

grammar schools by the supposedly more 

intelligent children proving that grammar 

schools do not create equal opportunity. 

In order for society to receive maximum 

benefits from additional grammar schools, the 

government will have to implement certain 

reforms. One of the flaws of grammar schools 

and the 11 Plus exams is that they benefit the 

wealthy who can afford tuition. To correct this 

the government should subsidise the cost of 

tuition. This would enable children from lower 

income backgrounds to have an increased 

opportunity of attending a grammar school 

than they normally would have and it would 

level the playing field for grammar school 

candidates. Delaying the selection process for 

entry into grammar schools would also be 

beneficial. Rather than having an exam that 

may decide how successful you will be at the 

young age of 11, it would make sense to delay 

the selection process for a few years to allow 

candidates to mature and develop their 

strengths and interests in order to better 

prepare them for a potentially life changing 
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exam. There are flaws with delaying the 

selection process with the main one being 

that the education system would require a 

complete overhaul, however the principle and 

purpose of the delay is well grounded. 

Another reform that could be implemented is 

implementing selective vocational schools. 

One of the problems with the current 11 Plus 

selective system is that it has a narrow focus 

on Mathematics and English skills and is not 

able to recognise gifted, intelligent children 

who excel in other academic fields which may 

be more arts based or creative. Having 

selective vocational schools would provide 

more creative, intelligent students, who 

normally would not pass the 11 Plus exam 

with the chance to attend a grammar school 

and provide them with the opportunities to 

create a successful career in their preferred 

academic field. 

 In conclusion, there is clear evidence that 

grammar schools provide those who attend 

them with opportunities and a high level of 

education. However, those who benefit from 

grammar schools are a very low proportion of 

the population, with very few of them from 

low income backgrounds. Increasing the 

number of grammar schools would mean a 

higher percentage of the population would 

receive a good education and plenty of career 

opportunities, however to ensure that these 

places do not all go to students from wealthy 

backgrounds, but to children from lower 

income families as well, it is necessary to 

implement reforms such as subsidising tuition 

fees and selective vocational schools to make 

the grammar schooling system as fair as 

possible to children from all classes. 
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One of the proud notions the UK holds is that 

the NHS is “the envy of the world”, but this 

claim is now proving increasingly difficult to 

justify. Last year after professor Sir Bruce 

Keogh published his review into 14 NHS 

hospital trusts and discovered high mortality 

rates. “Mediocrity is simply not good enough,” 

he said, with the probe uncovering poor 

standards of care, staffing problems, and 

weak leadership. Keogh’s review was 

launched after the Francis inquiry into failings 

at Stafford Hospital found that up to 1,200 of 

its patients died needlessly between 2005 and 

2008. Many are now calling for culture change 

in the NHS. Some point out that the UK at 

least has a better system than the US. But the 

solution to the NHS’s many challenges could 

be found in a health system closer to home – 

just across the Channel. 

In its most recent major study of global 

healthcare systems, the World Health 

Organisation ranked France as best in the 

world. France has the fewest healthcare-

preventable deaths among 16 OECD nations. 

According to US think tank the 

Commonwealth Fund, France performed best 

on mortality amenable to healthcare. This is 

the best measure we have of how effective a 

health system is at saving lives, and judges the 

number of premature deaths that should not 

occur with effective and timely care. Britain 

had the second highest number of these 

deaths per 100,000 people, beating only the 

US waiting times for elective surgery are 

shorter in France – in 2010, 7 per cent waited 

longer than four months, compared to 21 per 

cent in Britain – and the French have more 

doctors per 1,000 people. In 2008, 70 per cent 

of the French public described their system as 

“the envy of the world”, higher than in the UK. 

The reasons are simple; The French universal 

healthcare system is better-funded and puts 

patient choice, provider competition and 

mutualism front and centre. This creates 

accountability and drives up standards. The 

French are used to a patient-centered system, 

where they are a member of one of several 

public insurance funds and have their pick of 

doctors and hospitals. A French Socialist 

health minister once described the lack of 

choice in the British NHS system as “medieval” 

by comparison. And while many French 

hospitals are government-run, just under 40 

per cent of hospital beds are provided by 

charities or for-profit companies, a settlement 

the French associate positively with choice 

and pluralism. Like several other Western 

European countries, France also spends more 

on healthcare per head than we do. This is 

because they have a better funding 

mechanism – French people and their 

employers pay for health through national 

insurance-style contributions, giving them a 

clearer sense of value for money compared to 

the more opaque way we fund the NHS. Some 

French employers fear this acts as a tax on 

jobs, but in the nearby Dutch health system 

they’ve successfully adapted the basic French 

model in a way that eliminates the need for 

employer funding, showing how this problem 

could be avoided. 

France does have charges at the point of use 

that all but the poorest and chronically-ill 

must pay, such as a fee on GP visits. But they 

have long adapted to this – 92 per cent take 

out extra private coverage with mutual 

insurers to account for these costs, and 

President Francois Hollande is now also 

looking at ways to extend it to the remainder. 

The British Medical Association recently 

initiated a controversial debate about 

The NHS is a fiercely debated issue, particularly amongst left wing and 

right wing politicians. Abhishek Ghosh discusses whether the NHS is in 

need of reform by comparing it to the higher quality and more efficient 

systems found abroad, especially within our neighbouring European 

countries.   
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whether similar measures might be needed in 

the UK, so on this aspect too, France may 

offer some guidance. Furthermore, France has 

a state-of-the-art system of personal 

electronic health cards, which contain health 

records and prove eligibility for public 

healthcare. This prevents some of the issues 

with IT and fraud that the NHS grapples with. 

This model of mixed public-private healthcare 

has served the French well for 70 years and 

there is a strong consensus around it. Even 

centre-leftists like Hollande prefer it to an 

NHS-style nationalised model. But there is a 

major barrier to bringing such a system to the 

UK. While France shows that the NHS values 

of universal social solidarity, which Britons 

rightfully hold dear, are perfectly compatible 

with pluralistic consumer-led healthcare, our 

political class remains unwilling to grasp the 

nettle of reform. And this is in spite of a 

natural Conservative belief in markets, and 

Labour having historic ties to mutualism and 

the requisite public trust to drive forward 

reform. 

It is not just the French that the English can be 

learning from. In Belgium citizens pay and 

swipe a health card at the point of care. They 

are then reimbursed between 50% and 75% of 

the costs by their “mutual” scheme. Some GPs 

and hospitals have local arrangements with 

mutuals to reduce payments at the point of 

care. SocietyDating from 1945, its quality is 

largely down to its sponsorship by competing 

mutuals, and provisioned by a mixture of state 

and non-profit hospitals. The former is highly 

regulated and will treat regardless of the 

patient's ability to pay. The latter tend to have 

a more middle class atmosphere and are 

generally associated with 'better' treatment. 

Akin to the Belgian system, German hospitals 

operate under diverse ownership, with a 

mixture of state, private, mutual and friendly 

societies. Germans can visit any GP or 

specialist they wish - they can even walk into a 

specialist clinic off the street. The unemployed 

are funded separately though the social fund 

or the AOKs (Allgemeine Ortskrankenkasse), 

the local funds of last resort, which cover 

about one-third of the population. 

On the other hand, Sweden has a radically 

different healthcare model to much of 

Europe: fully government funded and highly 

de-centralised but its efficacy is undoubted. It 

is 70% funded by local taxes, with the Ministry 

of Health and Social Affairs establishing 

principles and guidelines for care at a national 

level. But regionally, it is the countries' 21 

councils that effectively control the healthcare 

system, again showing similarities to the pre-

1974 NHS. The councils, known as 

municipalities are responsible for healthcare 

provision, particularly where community care 

and psychiatric services are involved. They are 

powerful organisations, also running water 

supplies and social welfare in their areas. Not 

all treatment is free at the point of care, 

though 97% is government-funded. Patients 

pay a nominal fee at the point of care and, as 

in the UK, the service is GP-centric. Drug 

treatments are nominally charged - as in the 

UK - subject to a capped rate of around £150 

per year.GP visits are also charged at around 

£12 per visit, although citizens can also visit 

private doctors at the same rate. A similar fee 

is levied on hospital outpatient visits. If 

patients register, they can also qualify for a 

capped rate of around £70 a year for GP and 

hospital healthcare. As in Belgium, dentistry is 

private, and is only partially funded by the 

state. 

Overall, we must debate the 65-year old 

assumption that a Whitehall-controlled public 

monopoly is the only way forward. Major 

change would have to be done with proper 

consultation and consensus. But with the NHS 

facing so many challenges, we must now have 

a proper and frank discussion about whether 

our model is still best for delivering high 

quality healthcare to all in the twenty-first 

century. Therefore, it is the mixed systems 

found across Europe that hold the key to a 

brighter future where the NHS is adequately 

funded to provide a sustainable and high 

quality level of care for us all.  
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